
 
First photo returned from the Martian surface by Viking 1 in July 1976. (NASA photo) 

 

Dropping the Martian Ball 

 

By Marianne J. Dyson 

 

Mariah couldn’t wait to reach the Viking 1 landing site. She wondered what the 

old spacecraft would look like after all these years on Mars. Was it covered with red 

dust? Had it fallen apart? It was the first spacecraft to “see” Mars up close, and they 

would be the first people to see Viking from the surface!  

Mariah glanced over at her 14-year-old brother seated across the aisle in their 

Mars rover. She had just finished another book and wanted to discuss it with him. But 

Mason wasn’t interested in talking, or being a fashion show judge, or practicing Chinese 

with her. He’d been immersed in his baseball sim since breakfast two hours ago. Dad and 

Mom were busy driving and navigating.  

The view out the window didn’t offer any relief, either. The Chryse Planitia 

stretched endlessly to the horizon, a cold desert of rocks under a pink sky. Mariah wished 

she could take a nap like Mason’s friend Tregon. His hammock swung back and forth in 

the rear of the rover as they bounced over boulders. But she was too excited to sleep. 

“Hey, Mason, do you want to--” Mariah began. 

“No. Whatever it is, no,” her brother said. “I want to finish this game before we 

get there!” 

Mariah sighed. “Okay, but the Celebrity Teen Show is on. I thought you might 

like to watch it with me.” 

“I’ll watch it with you,” Tregon announced from behind. He swung his feet down 

from the hammock, and grabbed a handhold as the rover jerked sideways. “I’ll be ready 

in a second.” 

Mariah began the download of the Teen Celebrity Show. She liked to see what the 

Earth girls were wearing. But Tregon constantly made fun of her interest in fashion. What 

was wrong with an 11-year-old girl dressing dolls in the latest styles? She enjoyed 

designing and sewing the outfits.  

Tregon stowed his hammock and slid his seat up the aisle between Mariah and her 

brother. Mariah moved her screen from her right to left armrest to share with Tregon.  
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“Welcome to the Celebrity Teen Show,” a girl who looked like her Hispanic 

Barbie doll said. “I’m Christie. Let me introduce you to our celebrity-of-the-day, Brendia 

Davidson of ‘Lost in Los Angeles.’ She claims that humans are not actually on Mars.” 

“That’s right, Christie,” a round-shouldered girl said. She wore a dull green 

“prison-protest” dress and sported a crew cut. Mariah thought the gray ribbon slanted 

across one ear made her round head look like a “no brain” symbol. In contrast, Christie 

wore a bright red sparkly dress. She also had a red ribbon in her hair, just like Mariah’s. 

But Mariah thought hers was prettier because she’d added some green feathers. 

“The whole space thing is a big hoax!” Brendia insisted. “The money we spend 

on space is really going into weapons research that these “space settlers” are working on 

right here on Earth!” 

“What?!” Tregon muttered. He elbowed Mason. “Hey bud, you might want to 

watch this.” 

Mariah frowned when her brother immediately saved and shut down his game. 

Why would he stop his game for Tregon and not for her?  

“So,” Christie said. “If these space settlers are working in secret facilities on 

Earth, then how do you explain all the space broadcasts such as the Callahan’s historic 

visit to the Viking lander site today?” As she spoke, a pop-up appeared on the screen to 

add coverage of the Viking visit to your scheduled downloads. Mariah’s heart raced as 

she clicked on it. We’re going to be on Earth-Net! 

“Oh, that’s just part of their clever cover story,” Ms. Davidson said. “If they were 

really on Mars, they wouldn’t have any kids. Everyone knows that the radiation on Mars 

would mutate children.” 

 “I am not a mutant!” Mason fumed.  

 “Could you kids keep it down?” Dad asked from the front, tapping his headset. 

“I’m getting a weather briefing.” 

 “Sorry, Dad,” Mason mumbled. But Mariah knew the girl’s comment really 

bothered him. He had been born with a hearing loss, and people on Earth blamed it on 

radiation. But all of the other Martian-born kids were fine. And Mason’s implant 

corrected his problem. 

 “No way!” Tregon said in a loud whisper, pointing at the screen. “Look at those 

poll results!” 

“What are you so excited about back there?” Mariah’s mother asked from the 

front seat. 

 “Some girl on Celebrity Teen says our space program is a hoax!” Mariah 

explained. 

“And 20 percent of their viewers agree with her!” Tregon added. 

 “Not that hoax business again,” her mother said, waving her binoculars with one 

hand while she talked. “When I was growing up, some people said the original Moon 

landings were faked to stop the competition with the Russians.” 

“But that’s crazy!” Mariah insisted. Her father shot her a warning look and tapped 

his headset again. “Sorry,” she whispered, and continued more softly. “If Apollo 11’s 

landing was fake, why would they risk Apollo 12 through 17? Those would be some very 

expensive special effects!” 
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“No kidding,” Tregon said. “That was back in 1969 when a computer the size of a 

bedroom could barely put numbers on a screen.” Mariah didn’t doubt Tregon. He studied 

computers like she studied fashion. 

“And special effects weren’t even invented yet,” Mason added. “Our great 

grandparents watched Neil Armstrong’s small step in grainy black and white. They could 

never have faked all the details in those transmissions.”  

“Like what?” Mariah asked. 

“Like the way the feather and hammer hit the ground at the same time because 

there was no air,” Mason said. 

“Hey, we could use feathers and a hammer to show the kids on Earth that we’re 

really on Mars!” Mariah suggested, pulling a feather from her headband.  

“Actually, that’s a good idea,” Mason said. “But seeing as we don’t have a 

hammer, let’s use a baseball.” He held up a striped ball.  

Mariah was happy to agree because it meant her brother would do the demo with 

her. 

On the show, Christie asked Ms. Davidson what it would take to convince her that 

kids were really on Mars. She said, “Anything I would suggest could be filmed and 

edited out in Utah.”  

Christie suggested she ask the kids to do something during a live broadcast—

something they wouldn’t have time to prepare ahead of time. Ms. Davidson shrugged. 

“They could do a lot of preparing in the so-called 20-minute time they say it takes for the 

signal to go to Mars and back.” 

“Nothing can convince someone who has made up their mind!” Tregon muttered. 

But Mariah thought her feather and baseball demo would at least reduce the number of 

people who agreed with Davidson just because she was on Earth-Net.  

As the Celebrity Teen broadcast ended, Mariah’s father hollered from the front, 

“Kids, listen up! Ops reports a major dust storm approaching from the southeast. We 

need to get this rover back to the settlement before it hits. I know we promised you all a 

baseball game, but that will have to wait for another trip.” 

“I understand,” Mason said with a sigh.  

Mariah knew how much her brother had been looking forward to the game. They 

had grown up inside an underground settlement where the only way to play baseball was 

through simulations or in a batting cage. Hitting a ball outside wasn’t practical in the 

mountainous terrain around their settlement. They had lost countless balls over ridges or 

into crater dunes. Here in Chryse Planitia, the ground was about as flat as it got. For once, 

her brother had hoped to have a game outside.  

“There it is!” Mariah’s mother reported. “I see the Viking 1 on the horizon!” 

Dad rolled the rover in that direction until Mom called a halt. “Okay,” she said. 

“The range finder in these binoculars says we are 640 meters away. We are supposed to 

post a distance marker here and then proceed in on foot to 60 meters.”  

Mariah leaned to the side of her seat and looked out the front windshield of the 

rover. Now that she knew where to look, she spotted a glint of sunshine on metal in the 

distance. “What is special about 640 meters?” 

Dad laughed. “It’s the length of two New York City blocks!” 

Mariah’s mom lowered her binoculars. “Really? Only the grandson of a New 

York cab driver would know that!” 
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“Seriously,” Dad said. “That’s as close as we want to let future tourist buses get to 

the site. With those meter-high tires, any closer and they might accidentally pelt the 

Viking with rocks.” 

 Dad climbed out of his seat and faced them all. “We have a lot to do in the next 

few hours, but before the cameras are on us, I want us all to take a moment to remember 

why we are here. The Viking 1 landed on Mars on July 20, 1976. It was the first 

spacecraft to send back photos of the surface. The data it sent, until November 11, 1982, 

showed Mars to be a harsh, but beautiful planet. We are privileged to be the first people 

to visit what has now been designated as an Interplanetary Historic Site. It is appropriate 

that you kids, who represent the first generation of humans born on Mars, are here to help 

set up the markers. Today, we will literally prepare the path that your generation and 

those to follow will use to visit this site.” 

 After this little speech, Dad and Mom went to the back to gather their gear for 

going outside. Mariah and Mason and Tregon crowded to the front of the rover and took 

turns looking at the Viking through Mom’s high-powered binoculars. “It looks kind of 

sad and lonely,” Mariah commented.  

“Yeah,” Mason replied. “Did you know that Carl Sagan—the most ardent believer 

of life on Mars at the time—actually expected to see animals walk past the camera? He 

paraded a snake, a chameleon, and two tortoises past the camera in a test on Earth. He 

was really disappointed there wasn’t even any evidence of animal tracks in the dirt. All 

he found was a letter B carved into a rock.” 

“A letter B?” Mariah repeated. “How would that get there?” 

“No one knows,” Mason said. “It probably just formed that way. Even Sagan 

made a joke about how unlikely it was that aliens would carve a letter B into a rock.” 

“But didn’t one experiment indicate bacteria?” Tregon asked.  

“That’s right,” Mom answered, coming forward to hand them their gear. “But 

another test showed no organic molecules. A Nobel-prize-winning biologist interpreted 

that data to mean Mars was lifeless. But in the 1990s an electron microscope revealed 

evidence of microbes inside a meteorite from Mars.” 

“And now we know that bacteria can live almost anywhere!” Mariah said, taking 

a helmet from her mother.  

 “All they need is water!” Tregon said. 

 Mariah dodged as Tregon squirted water at her. The blob passed her and hit 

Mason square in the back of his head, as he peered through the binoculars. 

 “Hey!” Mason hollered. “That’s cold!” 

 “Sorry bud,” Tregon said. “Mariah missed her drink.” 

 Mariah scowled at Tregon. But his failed prank gave her another idea of how to 

prove to kids on Earth that she was really on Mars. While her parents cycled through the 

airlock with their survey equipment, she sealed some water carefully in a small clear jar. 

She tucked this into her belt pouch. Then she and Mason and Tregon donned their 

helmets, boots, and gloves, and cycled through the airlock.  

Being outside always made Mariah nervous. Growing up underground, she 

preferred to have a nice solid roof over her head. She stood as close to the shelter of the 

rover as she could, and mounted her camera viewer on the right side of her faceplate. 

Seeing the vast plain through the camera soothed her nerves a bit. With one eye closed 
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and the other looking through the viewfinder, she could imagine she was inside looking 

out a window. 

She checked that her radio and camera were connected to her vblog. Her online 

readers would now be able to see what she saw through the camera and hear what she 

said over her suit radio. At least they would when the signal reached Earth ten minutes 

later.  

“Greetings from Mars,” she said. She panned the camera around. “I’m Mariah 

Callahan. As you can see, my parents and brother are assembling a communications 

beacon to help future tourists find the Viking 1 landing site.  

“I heard on Celebrity Teen today that some people don’t think I’m really on Mars. 

They think I’m in a place called Utah. It is currently summer in Utah, so you might think 

I’m in the shade to cool off. But on Mars, the temperature is way below freezing in the 

shade, even in the summer. To prove it to you, I have a jar with a little water in it.”  

Mariah pulled the jar out of her insulated pouch. “The water in this jar is already 

starting to freeze.” She zoomed the camera in. The jar fogged up. “But watch what 

happens when I open the lid.” As she opened the lid, the water bubbled out as steam. The 

steam turned to ice crystals that quickly disappeared. 

“The water boiled not because it was hot, but because there’s so little air pushing 

it down in the jar. Once it boiled out, the steam froze, and then it evaporated.” Mariah put 

the empty jar back in her pouch. “I’d love it if someone in Utah would do this experiment 

and upload it to compare with mine.” 

Mariah paused her recording. “Mason,” she called over the suit radio. “Ready for 

the feather and ball demo?” 

Tregon bounded over to her. “Mason is preparing his own demo, but I’m always 

here for you, doll baby.” 

“Don’t call me that,” Mariah said. She debated waiting for her brother, but knew 

they were on a tight schedule because of the approaching storm. She didn’t want to miss 

her chance. “Do you have the ball?” she asked. 

“Right here,” he said, holding up one of Mason’s green-striped baseballs. 

She handed him the two feathers she’d removed from her headband earlier. 

Mom’s pet bird would provide new ones when they got home. “Wait for my signal,” 

Mariah instructed. She focused the camera on Tregon and resumed recording.  

“Greetings again from Mars. This is Mariah Callahan here on the Chryse Planitia 

with my friend Tregon. If you look closely, you can see the glint of the Viking 1 lander in 

the background, 640 meters away. Tregon is holding two feathers and one of my 

brother’s baseballs.” 

Tregon dramatically twirled the ball around. “If he drops them at the same time, 

you might expect that the ball would hit the ground first. On Earth, feathers float down 

slowly because the air cushions their fall. The ball also is slowed down by the air, but not 

as much. So the ball hits the ground first.  

“When there is no air, all objects hit the ground at the same time. Apollo 

astronauts proved this on the Moon. They dropped a feather and a hammer. With no air to 

cushion the fall, both hit the dust at the same time.  

“Mars has almost no air,” Mariah explained. “So the feather will fall at the same 

rate as the ball, proving we really are on Mars!” 

“Okay, Tregon, drop them on the count of three,” Mariah said. “One, two, three!”  
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“One thousand one,” Tregon said, and stopped. Both the ball and feathers hit the 

dirt in less than a second. The ball landed on a rock and rolled. Tregon nabbed it.  

“And now for the featured attraction,” Tregon said, turning to Mason. “Batter 

up!” 

Mason came up beside Mariah, swinging the aluminum bat he’d brought along for 

the now-cancelled game. He had attached a red baseball cap to the top of his helmet. It 

looked pretty silly! Tregon backed up while Mason spoke into Mariah’s camera. 

“Greetings Earthlings! I am Mason Callahan, about to make baseball history with the first 

ball hit across Chryse Planitia!”  

Tregon dramatically wound up his pitch and threw it. Mason smacked the ball 

high into the sky. Mariah followed the ball with her camera as it shrunk into the distance.  

“Dad, Mom, look!” Mason shouted. “Fly ball in left field!” 

As the ball disappeared into the distance, Tregon slapped Mason on the back. “It’s 

a home run!” Tregon declared. 

“It can’t reach the Viking, can it?” Mom asked, lifting her binoculars to watch the 

ball. “I mean, it’s 640 meters away.”  

“I don’t know,” Mariah’s dad answered. “On Earth, anyone who can hit a ball 

farther than 500 feet—that’s about 150 meters—is a baseball legend. But the stronger 

gravity and high air pressure on Earth really slow things down. It might go three, four, 

even five times farther here on Mars.” 

Mariah zoomed in on the ball and let out a breath of relief when it hit the ground 

short of the Viking. But it hit a rock and bounced about a third as high as it had gone 

before. “Oh no!” Mariah shouted. “It’s headed for the Viking!” By now the guys were all 

watching Mariah’s camera view on their suit displays. 

“It hit it!” Mom yelled. “It actually struck the Viking!” 

Mariah held her camera steady, fixated on the ball as it rolled to a stop a short 

distance from the lander. 

“Unbelievable!” Dad hollered, turning to face Mason. “We were sent to secure the 

historic site, and you show your respect by smacking it with a baseball!” 

Mason studied his boots. “I’m really sorry, Dad,” he said. “I never thought the 

ball could go that far!” 

“You would if you had done your homework!” Dad said. 

“Um, Mariah,” Mom interrupted. “Are you still recording?” 

Suddenly everyone went quiet, embarrassed that this exchange had just gone out 

live to audiences on Mars and Earth. Mariah shut off her camera. 

 

While they hiked in to get a closer look at Viking, Mason and Tregon endured a 

lecture from Dad about being more careful. But it was clear that it was an accident, and 

that Mason was truly sorry to have damaged the historic site.  

Mariah sensed that her father was quietly proud of Mason being able to hit a ball 

that far, even with the advantages of the low pressure and gravity. Dad had even planted 

the first historic marker at the spot where Mason had been standing when he hit the ball. 

Tregon had dubbed it “home plate.” Mariah told her brother that the ball would probably 

add to the appeal of the site for future tourists. Tregon agreed, and even discussed setting 

up a hitting range—facing the opposite way of course! 

“Stop,” Mom said. “This is as close as we want the tourists to get.” 
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While Dad and Mom set up the second marker, the boys made a rock “fence” 

around what they called the “observation platform.” 

Feeling nervous and exposed in the vast open plain, Mariah turned her camera 

back on. “Greetings again from Mars,” she said to her vblog audience. “We’re now about 

60 meters from the Viking. As you can see, the spacecraft is in amazingly good shape. 

The white parts are all kind of pink because of dust—except for where the baseball hit.” 

She zoomed in on the baseball, a short distance from the footpad. 

“Look!” Mariah said. “There’s that rock with the letter B on it!”  

“Whoa!” Tregon said. “How did the aliens know to carve a B for baseball?!” 

Everyone burst out laughing.  

 

Back in the rover, the boys argued about how far Babe Ruth could hit a baseball 

on Mars while Mom took her turn driving, and Dad did the navigating. Mariah tuned into 

Earth-Net. “Hey, quiet everyone,” she interrupted. “Brendia Davidson is back on 

Celebrity Teen. I want to hear what she thought of my demos.”  

Christie had just asked Ms. Davidson if she still thought the Callahans were in 

Utah. 

“No, actually, I’ve changed my mind,” Brendia said.  

“Will wonders never cease!” Dad quipped. 

“Shh,” Mariah said. 

“What convinced you? The water boiling in the shade? The feather and ball?” 

Christie probed. 

“Oh no, that was probably fake,” Brendia declared. “It was the robots 

communicating with the aliens that convinced me.” 

Christie smiled at the live audience. “I’m sorry, Brendia, but I’m afraid you’ve 

lost me, and not only in Los Angeles.” The live audience laughed at her reference to 

Brendia’s show. “What robots and aliens are you talking about?” 

“We know people can’t live on Mars,” Brendia said, “and certainly not hit a 

baseball that far or that accurately. So the logical conclusion is that those “people” are 

robots sent to communicate with the aliens who left the letter B on that rock by the 

Viking.”  

“What!” Mariah exclaimed. “That’s even crazier than saying we’re in Utah!” 

Tregon laughed. “Hey, Mariah, look on the bright side. At least she admits we’re 

on Mars now. That’s progress.” 

 Mariah checked the Earth-Net poll. The number of people who believed the space 

program was a hoax had indeed dropped from 20 to 6 percent. “But now 20 percent of 

their viewers think we are robots!” she vented. “How am I going to prove to them that 

we’re human?” 

 

The End 
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Discussion Questions 

 

1. If a movie star interviewed on television said there was no space station in orbit, but an 

astronaut said there was, who would you believe? Why? 

 

2. When Viking 1 landed on Mars, Carl Sagan 

expected it to find life. He looked for animal 

tracks in the photos (see image), but all he 

found was the letter B. There was no letter B 

at the Viking 2 site, and it was assumed that 

the B was caused by some natural process. 

Why might some people believe that aliens 

carved it? 

 

3. If someone online claims to be your age and 

from your home town, what are some 

questions you could ask to check if they are 

telling the truth? 

 

4. With gravity about one third less, people 

can jump about three times higher. How would this difference change other sports such 

as basketball? 

 

5. Someday robots will be so advanced that it may be hard to tell that they aren’t human. 

How might you tell the difference between a human and a robot made to look like a 

human? 

 

Activities 

 

1. Put about a half inch of water in a small jar and stick it in the freezer. Wait a few 

moments and take it out. How has the cold changed it? 

 

2. Video record someone dropping two feathers and a ball. Play it back in slow motion or 

stop action. Which one hit the floor first? Why might the two feathers hit at different 

times? If you drop the same ball on both Earth and Mars, which would hit the floor first? 

Why? 

 

3. Mariah focused on the lack of air and the cold temperature to prove she was on Mars 

and not in Utah. Think about the differences between Mars and Earth such as air, gravity, 

moons, color of the sky, plants, animals, size, etc. What other demonstrations or 

experiments might Mariah do to prove she is on Mars versus Earth?  

 

4. Build a scale model of the Viking lander using toothpicks or pencils for the 3 legs and 

paper/cardboard and aluminum foil for the body. See drawing (credit NASA). 
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The Viking I landed on Mars on July 20, 1976 (NASA image) 


